
OYSTER   •   CARABINEIRO   •   LOBSTER



Fresh Oysters
The home of flavour, the sanctuary for oyster lovers throughout the world. Cadoret is also 
synonymous with Bélon ,the river in Brittany, France where the Cadoret family have been 

refining the Europe an oyster for generations. 

SPECIALES VERTES (ROCK OYSTER)

FINE DE CARANTEC  (ROCK OYSTERS)

LA LUNE (ROCK OYSTER)

PERLES NOIRES (ROCK OYSTERS)

BÉLON (FLAT OYSTER)

PRICES VARY WEEKLY 
PLEASE EMAIL TO SALES@GOURMETPARTNER.COM.SG 

These flay European oysters spend the first 3 years of 
their lives in deep water, before being brought into 
the waters of the cadoret oyster beds in Carantec. 

The final step in the refining process is 2 months 
spent in the Belon river from which these 

oysters take their names. 



SASHIMI GRADE PREMIUM
CARABINEIRO

1KG / PKT
$136

Shrimps of the Sea
SASHIMI GRADE - EU certified food health parameters, of pure raw / no treatment and are wild 
caught. One of most celebrated shrimps in the world, they are caught in Moroccan or Spanish 

waters of the Mediterranean Sea) without the addition of any other ingredient, packed in 
cardboard box and packed in porexpan box, both for food use.

RECIPE IDEAS
COMING SOON!

SASHIMI GRADE PREMIUM
GAMBERO ROSSO

1KG / PKT
$146

LANGOUSTINES / SCAMPI
FROM ICELAND

1.5KG / PKT
$134

(Non Sashimi Grade)



LIVE PREMIUM BLUE LOBSTERS
FLOWN DIRECTLY FROM FRANCE

*PRICES VARY WEEKLY

Premium Lobsters
Products are purchased directly from local fishermen to ensure optimal freshness. Water tanks 

are fitted with biological filters and temperature controller to achieve an environment of 
quality and to limit the crustaceans stress. The lobsters are mainly caught on the edges of the 
Channel Islands, from the Minquiers islands crossed by the Gulf Stream with sandy grounded 

nature and the highest tides in Europe.

RECIPE IDEAS
COMING SOON!

PRE-PACKED LOBSTER DUO 
LARGE CHIX

 (TAIL & CLAWS) 
135G - $28

PRE-PACKED MSC 
LOBSTER KNUCKLES 

227G - $40


